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MARTINA: owner's rep position in 2013. How long have you been an owner's rep at the University of Oregon?

DENISE: of the U.S. Attendees toured areas of campus, including focused on colleges and universities in the Pacific region planners, and focused on fresh takes of integrated and Planning. This conference was for higher education Conference for The Society for College and University uospaces@uoregon.edu

For Employees – 5,153

- Housing Auxiliaries – 1,174,026 NSF
- Education & General – 2,787,598 NSF

The UO Facilities Fact Sheet is now available

The diversion rate for FY21 was 52%. Many of the materials in this report are handled by CPFM staff and this in Toledo, Oregon. Starting in January of 2022, all the garbage collected by CPFM Solid Waste trucks is

Check out Sarah Stoeckl's Students use UO Design & Construction provide a wide range of expertise and are integral to project delivery.

Gold Duck Award: 

Lockwood, EMU Aperture Gallery (reception in the gallery on April 28th at 7pm); documenting April through May 22: I Am More than Who you See exhibition by Malik Lovette and Kayla healing from and dreaming beyond oppression; EMU Ballroom

Fri, Apr 8, 12-2pm: Oregon Law Review symposium on racial justice and criminal law; Room 177. Learn about how the Osaka-born artist mixes influences of east and west.

Thurs, Apr 7, 4pm: The Art of Color Intaglio Process and Aesthetics by Yuji Hiratsuka, Lawrence Hall Reader Braiding Sweetgrass by Robin Wall Kimmerer

Multicultural Events – April

- TrueRemove 

- Opt out

- Note via campus mail to Johnson Hall office 103D

- Contact committee co-chair Debbie Sharp:

- Admin division about initiatives undertaken as part of the 2017 Diversity Action Plan

- Diversity committee members have been talking with staff in CPFM and across the Finance and

- This year the VPGC's Office and PCS are

- hard work!

- done an amazing job of balancing UO's sustainable products in a way that

- This year the VPGC's Office and PCS are sustainability best practice into their

- in the time of COVID-19. Congrats, and

- Kirk Lauber, Director of Sustainability, has been a leader in the development of CPFM's sustainability initiatives.

- The UO Facilities Fact Sheet is now available

- for FY21, there was a significant increase in the amount of materials diverted from the landfill to recycling and composting facilities. This increase was due in part to the implementation of new recycling and composting programs on campus. In addition, the University continued to focus on reducing waste generation and improving recycling rates.

- The University of Oregon has a waste reduction goal of diverting at least 70% of all materials from the landfill by the end of FY23. To meet this goal, the University is implementing a variety of initiatives, including but not limited to, increasing recycling and composting rates, reducing waste generation, and encouraging sustainable purchasing.

- In FY22, the University diverted 52% of all materials from the landfill. This is a significant increase from FY21, where the diversion rate was 47%. The University attributes this increase to a variety of factors, including increased recycling and composting rates, improved waste tracking, and a focus on reducing waste generation.

- The University of Oregon is committed to reducing its environmental impact and improving sustainability. The UO Facilities Fact Sheet is a valuable resource for anyone interested in learning more about the University's sustainability initiatives and progress.